
                           WHAT IS HAPPENING 

When it resonates…? 

There are many changes taking place in these days, things that have not happened 

before. One thing that is happening however to you that is not a new experience is many 

things you are hearing in these days are resonating with you. You hear something, a 

message from a tape or a C D or DVD and what you hear clicks with you. It “resonates” 

in other words. There is a silent witness somewhere within your consciousness that knows 

that what you are now being exposed to is truth.  

 

I am here to tell you what is really happening, what is going on when something you 

expose yourself to resonates with you. What I’m about to tell you has nothing to do with 

the energy we know as “fear”. Who I am never resonates to anything that is of a 

negative nature. When you experience something resonating within you, that 

“something” that is resonating is your greater being that moves or resonates when it is hit 

with a vibration that is of the essence of truth. Spirit is what I am. This part of my being 

however is usually buried. 

 

It’s often buried beneath all the programming that I’ve undergone since physical birth. 

This programming was necessary and all part of the plan that was put into place at the 

dawn of my birth into the soul realm. When I came forth as a newborn, the programming 

began immediately as a result of the five senses kicking in. At birth I remained pretty 

much still connected to the other side, but very quickly I began to lose conscious 

connection to all that I was, and all that I knew… all consciousness of any existence 

before physical birth.  

 

What is this “something” that resonates when I’m exposed to the vibration we call truth? 

What is resonating… what is vibrating… what is moving…? It is that greater one that I 

am, it is the one who is remembering something it knew before coming into the physical 

three dimensional realm, it is the I, the eternal one who has all the answers to your 

questions, it is who you really are and have always been. But here is the best news… 

Whenever you catch something resonating due to information you are accessing, know 

this…  

 

That resonating experience is the greater one that you are in the process of surfacing. 

Here’s what I’m saying to you. The limited one that you have always been so conscious 

of, that individual that looks back at you from your bathroom mirror, that one who seems 

to perhaps be ageing far too quickly, that one who is perhaps handicapped in some way, 

that one was never really the one you truly were. That one is the mask you’ve been 

wearing to play this cosmic game you call life. It’s never been who you are. 

 

That one in your mirror is the mask you decided to adorn as you made the decision to 



become physical once again to continue playing the game. So… whenever you hear 

something or read something such as this that you are reading now, and it resonates with 

you that is indisputable evidence that in those few seconds or minutes while you access 

the information… You are surfacing and the image in the mirror, the five sense man that 

you’ve always thought you were is being diminished. Actually this transformation, this 

transcending, this ascending, is an ongoing process that never ceases.  

 

During those times however when you sense this resonating, you are tapping into the 

witness that is telling you that the information you are exposing yourself to is truth and 

that more of your higher, greater unlimited energy is at that moment surfacing. It is also 

telling you that you are remembering something you have forgotten and that this 

“remembering” is equivalent to the inner one that you are reacting and that your greater 

identity is surfacing. So…  

 

What does it mean when something you expose yourself to resonates with you…? It 

means you are waking from your self induced dream. It means that you are becoming 

lucid within your dream, it means you are becoming more aware of a greater reality that 

your greater identity dwells within… that it is beginning to awaken within the dream and 

that you will be able to consciously use your power to create, and that creating a greater 

reality for yourself and others is going to be a spontaneous result because you are 

coming into a different level of the ascension process. 

 

When I resonate with anything… it means that the sleeping one is stirring. The religious 

term for this resonating would be “anointing”. You would say that the anointing is 

bearing witness to the truth. This anointing… this resonating is spoken of in one of John’s 

three letters to the church where he writes that we all have an anointing and that it will 

teach us and is never wrong etc. In this age we use the term resonate. It means what John 

meant when he spoke of the “anointing”. Spirit is using new terms to convey old truths. 

 

Here’s what happens… 

Someone is touched by the higher consciousness. The desire to share what this 

consciousness is telling them results in them sharing what they have received. When they 

share this it flows. This is their experience. They don’t experience any effort in this. It just 

flows naturally. They are uplifted and energized as the river of energy flows through 

them. Sometimes the words come almost faster then they can record them if they are 

writing them. Then I come along and read what they have written. I am uplifted and 

energized and this comes from the resonating that I am experiencing as I read.  

 

What has happened here behind the scenes? Both the messenger and the recipient have 

experienced something that is resulting in both moving up a little further concerning the 

matter of ascension  So next time you feel something resonating… know what is going on 



with you. We shall all meet at the fifth dimension floor of ascension. 
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